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Abstract
Community medicine represents a far-reaching field for the advance of health care, with impact on people’s quality of life and health needs. Health promotion, disease prevention, recovery and rehabilitation have to be incorporated satisfactorily into medical education. The search for a pedagogical tool to fulfill the medical curriculum through actions of community medicine care led us to outline 11 Entrustable Professional Activities (EPAs) for community medicine. The study was carried out at a public Medical School in Brazil that has a Competency-Based Curriculum (CBC). Fifteen teachers with expertise in community medicine analyzed the resulting EPAs. The EPAs were distributed in three domain areas: care needs of the individual, family and community in Primary Health Care. The teachers answered a total of 13 open questions in a two-round Delphi study. The discourses were submitted to thematic content analysis. Three discourse categories were found about the outlined EPAs: curriculum management and social needs, curriculum management and service integration, and curriculum management and actors. The understanding of the EPAs as a curriculum management tool was relevant, as well as their interface with health care and learning development. The consulted teachers agreed with the designed EPAs and that they are adequate for the first two years of the studied medical course in their Brazilian context. Therefore, it was concluded that the community medicine EPAs are appropriate for the new medical profile, especially in countries with social exclusion, and are a very good tool to promote integrality of care and humanism. This study can facilitate the implementation of a CBC in community medicine and
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assist in overcoming its challenges through the adoption of the designed EPAs.
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1. Introduction

Competency-Based Medical Education (CBME) has become largely accepted in medical undergraduate courses, mainly due to its practical approach, which can foster a more responsive type of care.

For economic and social reasons, the most expected medical profile around the globe is that of an interactive, generalist professional who is able to meet the population’s health demands with effective, integral and humanistic care, and who has an epidemiological and social perception. The World Health Organization (WHO) has requested that formative health agents should become more committed to their social realities. Community medicine represents the key approach to meet people’s real needs and act in health surveillance.

The search for a better way to implement the medical curriculum in community medicine was mobilized by the demand for offering a qualified and praxis-focused undergraduate medical course based on medical competence. The implementation and assessment of what is called “competence” are complex processes and, to preserve the potentiality of this construct, extended integration with the real context is required (Frank et al., 2010; Lima, 2005).

It has been described that Entrustable Professional Activities (EPAs) are a very good instrument to convert CBME into daily medical practice. Thus, this study proposes a description of EPAs to mediate the accomplishment of CBME, so that it meets individual, family and community care needs in primary health care (ten Cate, & Scheele, 2007; Chen, van den Broek, & ten Cate, 2015; ten Cate, 2005). As qualified student education and satisfactory health care are important objectives of health actions, we present, in this article, competencies and EPA areas for the medical curriculum. We describe 11 EPAs for the first two years of a Brazilian medical school’s competency-based curriculum that is strongly grounded on health surveillance and community medicine (Lei n° 8.080 de 19 de setembro de 1990; Resolução CNE/CES n° 3 de junho de 2014; Brasil, 2008). In addition, the analysis of the expert teachers’ opinion about the described EPAs and their implications for curriculum management helps us to suggest that the use of this tool is a powerful strategy to the implementation of CBME for community medicine.

Community medicine
Since the Alma-Ata Conference (World Health Organization, 1978), WHO
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has emphasized the relevance of primary health care, interdisciplinary and intersectoral actions to improve quality of life, integration of health services, intersectoral policies, and the empowerment of people and the community.

Thus, community medicine represents a wide space for the advance of medicine. Not only public health, but also the relationship among people who live in the community and all the environmental, social, cultural, economic, biological and familial facets have an impact on people’s quality of life and health needs. Therefore, a holistic and humanistic view is needed to decode the constituents of the health problem and to offer the right support (promotion, prevention, recovery or rehabilitation). This configures an amplified clinical approach supported by public health knowledge that offers an answer tailored to each person within his or her community. Naturally, it is a collective construction of care involving the local public health policy (Park, 2005; Kumar, 2005; Horton, 2013).

Health promotion and disease prevention have been shown to effectively enable people to lead a social and economic productive life. While this combination of actions relieves costs and demands for high technology, avoiding illness development or breaking its cycle, it unblocks the system with agile decentralized care (Muller et al., 2010; Jones, Higgs, Angelis, & Prideaux, 2001; World Health Organization, 1996, 2000, 2008; Health Canada, 2002).

These aspects have been incorporated into medical education. Thus, over the last decades, Canada, United Kingdom, Australia, USA, the Netherlands, Scotland, India, Indonesia, and Thailand have made efforts to align health and education policies and to include their medical students in primary health care. The strengthening of the family doctor policy is very important, and successful teamwork including medical students has also been reported in Portugal, Brazil, Spain, and Sweden, with good care outcomes (Hunt, Bonham, & Jones, 2011; Soler, Carelli, Lionis, & Yaman, 2007; Dornan, Littlewood, Margolis, Scherpber, Spencer, & Ypinazar, 2006; Brekke et al., 2013; Neto, Antunes, & Oliveira, 2019; Martin-Moreno, Alonso, Claveria, Gorgoio, & Peiró, 2019; Costa, Pedro, & Magalhães, 2014; González & Almeida, 2010; Kishore, 2016; Raghav, Kumar, & Bhardwaj, 2016; Kelly et al., 2019).

CBME’s commitment to qualified care outcomes is expressed by its active pedagogical method, integrated contents and community-centered approach. Some medical schools have been offering a Community-Based Curriculum in order to adjust the competencies that must be developed to the community services (Soler, Carelli, Lionis, & Yaman, 2007; Dornan et al., 2006; Brekke et al., 2013; González & Almeida, 2010).

In the Brazilian context, Municipal Health Departments have had an active participation in the development of health courses’ curricula. Through this partnership, students and teachers are inserted in municipal health services and Health Department professionals participate in the construction of the educational units of Brazilian courses. This confluence of goals aims to better service the National Health System, which works in three different health service levels,
named according to their complexity degrees: primary care (basic care), secondary care, and tertiary care.

Primary care centers on community medicine driven by a Family Health Strategy based on health surveillance principles. The main tasks are to identify personal, family and collective necessities in order to manage health work and to develop health surveillance (promotion, prevention, treatment, recovery and rehabilitation) (Lei n° 8.080 de 19 de setembro de 1990; Brasil, 2008, Faculdade de Medicina de Marília, 2014). Secondary care focuses on outpatient care and low complexity hospital care, while tertiary care refers to hospitals that offer high complexity health care (Lei n° 8.080 de 19 de setembro de 1990; Brasil, 2008).

For more than 15 years, the Brazilian CBME has strived to meet the needs and demands of the national society, offering an integrated, critical and ethical practice based on teamwork and continued learning. It is oriented by the belief that “the development of activities in real scenarios implies both learning and effective and integral care for the person” (Faculdade de Medicina de Marília, 2014: p. 34). In many places, its guiding conception is that of health surveillance, providing promotion, prevention, recovery, and rehabilitation measures in order to offer a better quality of life to the patient (World Health Organization, 2009, 2010, 2018; Chaturverdi, 2015; Seyednozadi, Shahraki, & Moghaddam, 2018; Gopalakrishnan & Kumar, 2015). Therefore, we can see CBME’s vocation for promoting a new health professional profile (Resolução CNE/CES n° 3 de junho de 2014).

In a review study in medical education about global health competencies, Battat et al. (2010) found common competencies in 33% of the articles; another finding was that the drive “to understand primary care” was always present (Battat et al., 2010). For their part, Tamblyn et al., in a cohort comparison study, showed that a transition to a community-oriented problem-based learning curriculum was associated with significant improvements, not only in preventive care and continuity of care, but also in diagnostic performance indicators (Tamblyn et al., 2005). However, this movement must be monitored, assessed, and assured. Only then will it be able to ensure student’s integration into the reality of the local health service (Faculdade de Medicina de Marília, 2014; World Health Organization, 2009; Seyednozadi, Shahraki, & Moghaddam, 2018; Gopalakrishnan & Kumar, 2015).

**Competency-based curriculum (CBC): A social development device**

To discuss this point, it is necessary to approach some concepts. Professional competence curricula appeared more than 20 years ago in postgraduate health programs in order to provide professional training with the articulated use of the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary to satisfactorily meet the health demands of the population (Frank et al., 2010; Smith, 1999; Harden, 2007).

CBME has a conceptual character based on the delivery of results, represented by the outcome of health work, the consequences of adopting this type of education, and its professional actions, interpreted through areas of competence.
Several elements can contribute to the qualification of a competent professional. Nevertheless, it is not possible to control the administration of the multiple, internal and interpersonal factors involving a complex health situation, and this is rarely trained in its entirety (Lima, 2005; Harden, 2007; Epstein & Hundert, 2002; Hodges & Lingard, 2012).

Professional competence has different meanings according to place, goal and local policies. In Brazil, the strong and necessary link between health care policy and health professional education contributes to the development of professional competence in the world of work. This calls for the adaptation of the curriculum to the construction of real-life scenarios, which allows the transit of cognitive, affective, ethical, psychomotor, and socioenvironmental elements, and enables the development of care practice with responsibility and commitment to others (Resolução CNE/CES nº 3 de junho de 2014; Faculdade de Medicina de Marília, 2014; Epstein & Hundert, 2002; Hodges & Lingard, 2012).

However, several authors have warned about the risks posed by the management of competency-based curricula. Their real capacity to foster a professional education that is able to respond to the social mission delegated to it is questionable (Harden, 2007; Brightwell & Grant, 2013; Touchie & ten Cate, 2016; Carraccio, Wolfsthal, Englander, Ferentz, & Martin, 2002; Gonczi, 2013; Schuwirth & Van der Vleuten, 2011). Reductionism related to conceptual, implementation and evaluation issues is mentioned in the literature and calls attention to the harmful tendency of these aspects overlapping the humanistic and relational nature of the health professional practices, by means of the adoption of behavioral training, with a theory-practice gap and fragmentation of evaluation. This results in the loss of the integrality perspective inherent in health care (Brightwell & Grant, 2013; Touchie & ten Cate, 2016; Carraccio, Wolfsthal, Englander, Ferentz, & Martin, 2002; Gonczi, 2013; Schuwirth & Van der Vleuten, 2011).

Despite possible setbacks, the prioritization of the work context allows for the emergence of important aspects, such as the assessment of practice, the opportunity to bond with the team and patients, the chance to integrate clinical knowledge and clinical skills, and the development of communication skills and clinical reasoning, not to mention the experience gained through individual tasks (ten Cate, Snell, & Carraccio, 2010). Frank et al. (2010) emphasize the multidimensional, contextual and dynamic conformation of professional competence and its developmental nature, as it offers to the student/professional opportunities for lifelong learning (Frank et al., 2010). Furthermore, according to Epstein and Hundert, “good assessment in itself is a form of learning and can provide guidance and support to address learning needs” (Epstein & Hundert, 2002: p. 229).

Thus, several studies have shown that it is possible to insert the development of the health professionals’ competence in the place where they work, provided that there is an assessment process that takes into account the various actors and
the reality of the health department as producers of quality of life (World Health Organization, 2008; ten Cate, Snell, & Carraccio, 2010).

The emergence and already widespread use of Entrustable Professional Activities (EPAs), not only in postgraduate education but also in undergraduate medical education, represent a great contribution to fulfill this goal. EPAs are an instrument that can build a bridge between CBME and medical practice in real-life scenarios, strengthening the assessment process (ten Cate, 2018; Holzhau sen, Maaz, Renz, Bosch, & Peters, 2019; Peters, Holzhausen, Boscardin, ten Cate, & Chen, 2017; ten Cate, Graafmansa, Posthumusa, Welinkd, & van Dijke, 2018).

**EPAs and community medicine**

EPAs are activities that compose the professional medical practice of physicians in their daily work and enable them to transpose the curricular competence conception to actions in health work processes. The medical student acts in care production, putting EPAs into practice while immersed in the health system, working in teams, with the patient and under teachers’ supervision (ten Cate, Snell, & Carraccio, 2010; ten Cate, 2018).

According to the literature, the assessment of student’s performance in CBME should enable the observation of students working in practical situations that combine knowledge, attitudes and skills, and performing practices that are part of the corpus of professional practice (Hodges & Lingard, 2012; ten Cate, Graafmansa, Posthumusa, Welinkd, & van Dijke, 2018; ten Cate, 2013). The use of EPAs for this purpose has been largely suggested and demonstrated (ten Cate, & Scheele, 2007; Chen, van den Broek, & ten Cate, 2015; ten Cate, 2005; ten Cate, Graafmansa, Posthumusa, Welinkd, & van Dijke, 2018; ten Cate, 2013; Carraccio & Burke, 2010).

The adoption of EPAs is able to reflect the student’s current evolution. In addition, it allows the performance of formative evaluation and the exercise of a summative and supervised approach, not only in the simulated scenario but, and especially, in the real world (ten Cate, 2006; Sklar, 2016).

The teacher’s role is very relevant here. As a supervisor with expertise in the praxis context, the teacher is able to offer productive and reliable feedback to the student, strengthening their professional development. Therefore, it is very important that teachers are qualified, as they must have the capacity to encourage students and to create a mutual trust relationship based on empathy. Attitudinal, technical and ethical aspects work together; thus, skills, training, feelings, self-esteem, self-confidence, and supervisor’s confidence enhance the EPAs’ formative and evaluative capacity (ten Cate, Graafmansa, Posthumusa, Welinkd, & van Dijke, 2018; ten Cate, 2013; Carraccio & Burke, 2010; ten Cate & Hoff, 2017). Through the EPA process, responsibility is also developed, as the student will be acting on behalf of the patient and has to be sure in order to anticipate risks or avoid the existing ones. The training provided by entrustment and supervision is a great contribution to the quality of training, and to patient’s and health services’ safety (Sklar, 2016; ten Cate & Hoff, 2017).
Based on this, the suitability of EPAs in the competency-based implementation of community medicine seems quite logical. It is expected, therefore, that the curriculum construction reflects its local reality and health policy, considering the community’s and family’s health needs (Faculdade de Medicina de Marília, 2014; Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors, 2019). Within this context, CBME must identify elements that provide subsidies for the performance of health surveillance (World Health Organization, 2010; Epstein, & Hundert, 2002; Hodges & Lingard, 2012; Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors, 2019).

Thus, this study aims to identify domain areas and describe their related EPAs, considering actions that could promote systematized practices supporting a good and appropriate medical education, based on the Brazilian reality and needs, and with multi-professional and academia-service integration. The study’s reference model is the curriculum of a state medical school whose course lasts 6 years, adopted active learning methods 22 years ago, and has had a CBC for 15 years. The present work investigates the first two years of this course. In the current curriculum, half of the activities occur in primary care services (Neto, Antunes, & Oliveira, 2019; ten Cate, Graafmansa, Posthumusa, Welinkd, & van Dijke, 2018; Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors, 2019).

2. Material and Methods

This exploratory-descriptive study aimed to describe and analyze the qualitative contributions of a Delphi consensus study carried out to define community medicine EPAs for a medical curriculum based on the Brazilian reality.

The study was conducted at the Marília Medical School (Faculdade de Medicina de Marília—FAMEMA), a state-run medical school located in the State of São Paulo, Brazil, which adopted problem-based learning 22 years ago and has a CBC (Faculdade de Medicina de Marília, 2014).

The FAMEMA complex serves 62 municipalities and 2 million inhabitants. The medical course lasts 6 years, with a total of 11,079 hours. The first two years have 45% of their activities in primary care (1380 hours), located in the community by the Family Health Strategy (Faculdade de Medicina de Marília, 2014).

The study was approved by the Brazilian Ethics and Research Committee on September 12, 2019 (no. 3.571.405), and by the National Health Council (466/2012), Operating Rule 001/2013.

The first stage of the study was the description of 11 EPAs for community medicine for the first two years of medical school. The produced material was submitted to the appreciation of a panel of specialists, according to the Delphi technique (Holzhausen, Maaz, Renz, Bosch, & Peters, 2019; Lynn, 1986; Alexandre & Coluci, 2011; Scarparo et al., 2012). The panelists were teachers with content expertise in community medicine: six nurses and nine physicians.

The definition of EPA domains and initial EPA descriptions were performed
by the authors of the study, physicians with large experience in medical education and community health care. The study was developed in two phases: in the first one, the authors followed the description steps for EPA design recommended by ten Cate (ten Cate, 2018), and prepared the material, ensuring there was correspondence between the local curriculum competence areas and the EPA domain areas for community medicine. In this phase, 11 core EPAs for community medicine and their respective domain areas were described.

In the second phase, the Delphi study was conducted. It was carried out in two rounds. In each round, the panelists were asked to express their perceptions and opinions on the concept and content of the core EPAs for community medicine by answering in writing, without word limit, 13 open questions (qualitative approach). In addition, the panelists rated quantitatively their consent on the elaborated content of the 11 core EPAs with a Likert scale with four-point ordinal model (Holzhausen, Maaz, Renz, Bosch, & Peters, 2019), which is the scope an upcoming article.

The open questions resulted in discursive contributions to different aspects of the core EPAs for community medicine. These discourses were analyzed qualitatively according to the thematic modality of content analysis, as structured by Bardin, who proposes content analysis in three phases: pre-analysis, material exploration and treatment of results, inference and interpretation (Bardin, 2016; Campos, 2004).

The discourses were transcribed and identified with letters “M” or “N” for medical professionals or nurses, respectively, and with Arabic numerals according to the questionnaire reception order.

The quantitative study will be the goal of a future paper.

3. Open Questions

The 13 panelists’ discursive answers for five researched points were submitted to a thematic content analysis.

The teachers answered two general questions about the designed EPAs. The first question was about the capacity of the three EPA domains to mediate the medical students’ development in light of the expected professional practice approached in the curricular section corresponding to the end of the second year of the course. The second question was related to the EPAs’ capacity to subsidize the development of the four competence areas present in FAMEMA’s curriculum for the same period of the course (questions I and II). The other questions approached the EPAs presented in Figure 1. Question III was asked five times, one to each EPA of the domain “Integrality of care for the health needs of the individual in all phases of the life cycle”. Question IV was asked three times, one to each EPA of the domain “Integrality of care for the health needs of the family”. Question V was also asked three times, one to each EPA described in the domain “Integrality of care for the health needs of the community”, as follows:

1) Do the described 11 Core EPAs distributed in three EPA domains represent
the professional activities of the medical student at the end of the second year of the medical course?

2) Can competencies from the four competence areas of FAMEMA’s medical curriculum be found in all three EPA domain areas that represent the professional activities of the medical student at the end of the second year of the medical course?

3) Do you agree with the description, conditions and implications of the entrustment decisions for each of the five EPAs of the domain “Integrity of care for the health needs of the individual in all phases of the life cycle”?

4) Do you agree with the description, conditions and implications of the entrustment decisions for each of the three EPAs of the domain “Integrity of care for the health needs of the family”?

5) Do you agree with the description, conditions and implications of the entrustment decisions for each of the three EPAs of the domain “Integrity of care for the health needs of the community”?

4. Results

Community medicine EPAs and EPA domain areas

In accordance with WHO’s orientation (World Health Organization, 2009, 2010, 2018), with the Brazilian public health policy (Lei n˚ 8.080 de 19 de setembro de 1990; Resolução CNE/CES n˚ 3 de junho de 2014; Brasil, 2008), and with FAMEMA’s medical curriculum (Faculdade de Medicina de Marília, 2014), the panelists, through the Delphi study, agreed on the definition of three EPA domain areas for community medicine for the first and second years of the medical course. The domains were oriented towards integrity of health care to meet people’s health needs in three dimensions aligned with community medicine assumptions:

1) Integrity of care for the health needs of the individual in all phases of the life cycle,

2) Integrity of care for the health needs of the family, and

3) Integrity of care for the health needs of the community.

Eleven Core EPAs were consensually devised for the three EPA domain areas and were distributed according to Figure 1.

With the analysis of the obtained discourses in the first round of the Delphi study, it was found that 26.6% of the panelists had not recorded discursive contributions. Nevertheless, it was found that the contributions largely explained the panelists’ understanding of the operationalization context of the EPAs.

Content analysis

According to Figure 2, three discourse categories emerged, representing the consulted teachers’ comprehension of the curriculum management capability of the EPAs and their interface with health care and learning processes. The categories were curriculum management and social needs, curriculum management and service integration, and curriculum management and actors.
5. Results and Discussion

1) Curriculum management and social needs

This category involved the capability of the EPAs to effectuate the prescribed curriculum and the recognition of their adequacy to meet people’s social needs, which can be seen in the following fragments:

The competencies are covered; they [EPAs] approach the person’s safety and health, strengthening professional identity, management and values. (M4)

Considering that knowledge, skills and attitudes are quite clear, through EPA, the student can develop a diagnosis of the family’s health needs. (N1)

From the discourses, it is clear that the described EPAs are adequate to conduct community health practices, and that the teachers are aware and motivated to explore their potential for meeting community needs:

I thought student’s attributions are well described, but in the specifications, I think it would be interesting to add clinical-epidemiological reasoning, especially because our context is Brazil. (N6)

I agree. Maybe this could bring more health education actions and promote a joint work with community leaders. (N3)
To think about adolescent health care according to the needs of the territory, as a priority action. The same applies to the issue of Domestic Violence. (M6)

These statements point to the necessary correspondence between the technical description of the EPAs as an instrument for practice, knowledge about the local reality, and the health needs of this community (Cecílio, 2009), so that care and learning are effective and meaningful. In this context, it is worth recalling the educational principle of irreducible commonplaces, which recognizes the interaction among the teacher, the learner, the content, and the context (Bretz, 2001). Meaningful learning occurs through integration, in a constructive way, of thinking, feeling, and acting, and can lead to human empowerment with commitment and responsibility (Bretz, 2001; Moreira, 2010).

2) Curriculum management and service integration

This category approached the curriculum’s commitment to academia-service-community integration to foster health care integrality. It was seen as a challenge:

The Individual Therapeutic Project (ITP) involves the systematization of the work process and, in this context, it is necessary to synchronize the service with the actions, so that the student experiences the care process in practice. (N1)

The discussion about the visited families could include members of the service team and not only the supervising teacher, as the team often knows the family better. (M9)

The panelists expressed their comprehension of the potentiality of the proposed EPAs to mediate integrated health care. Integrality in health is: a fundamental principle of public health systems which guarantees to citizens the right to be assisted, from disease prevention to the most difficult treatment of a condition, not excluding any disease, prioritizing activities and preventive care services without prejudice. Integrality implies a healthcare and healthcare management that recognize the autonomy and cultural and social diversity of individuals and populations (Biblioteca Virtual de Saúde, 2019).

This understanding about EPAs points to their capacity for contributing to the management of micropolitics, bringing academia closer to the services’ actors through the integrated teamwork approach. The goal of health care, in addition to providing integrated professional care, is to see the individual as a multifaceted being with their multiple determining factors (individual, familial, cultural, social, economic, educational, among others) (Santos et al., 2018).

Moreover, the panelists mentioned a very important aspect: intersectoral management to achieve academia-service cooperation.

I do not know if the service’s manager is fully aware [of the importance of the partnership]. (M3) The local political factor always becomes a limiting factor. (M5)

According to Swanwick (2014), the meeting of public health and medical education is placed in a highly political and macro-political sphere, as it involves both the available structure for the best health care provided to the population...
and the training of future professionals to offer the best-expected health (Swanwick, 2014).

Therefore, it is a space of increasing accountability and regulation that must aim at security, efficiency, and intersectorality to ensure continuing care in all complexity levels and at the three care management levels: local, state, and federal. It can be concluded that “Intersectorality holds an important place in integrality, as primary health care focuses mainly on health promotion actions that directly affect the conditions and determinants of the health-disease process.” (Santos et al., 2018: p. 1239)

In addition, some panelists understood that the EPAs for community medicine could strengthen the construction of integrality and intersectorality through social participation, including all the interested parties: academia, service, and community:

To investigate the development of management, the attempts to redefine the roles of professionals, the people, including them in the co-production of possible solutions and facilitating decision-making. (M4)

To be viable, there would need to be contacted with levels beyond the basic unit, such as the manager’s planning team and the units’ community councils, which, in many cases, never got off the ground. (M9)

The execution of community medicine EPAs requires the mobilization of the care team, which is formed by professionals with different backgrounds who need to learn about the situation and learn with each other in order to meet the health needs. Many aspects count, such as context factors, engagement, experiences, knowledge, commitment, confidence, technical support, among others (Eraut, 2011). The presence of reflection and encouragement is very important for personal development, judgment capability and decision-making (Eraut, 2011). The community’s participation in meetings to process local demands and possibilities can multiply the service’s capability for providing answers and students’ learning process (Santos et al., 2018). The community profits in terms of citizenship, participation and quality of care.

3) Curriculum management and actors

This category approached the commitment of the teacher-student partnership to developing community medicine EPAs in the services. Some discourses mentioned the teacher’s vigorous role and responsibility and considered that the EPAs motivate students and students’ pair work is encouraging:

The teacher will be the cornerstone for this to happen; the student alone, starting from him or her alone, I find it more difficult and complicated. (M3)

This will require a change in the teacher’s profile as well. (M3)

I believe that supervision should still be mandatory, and it is not up to the student to decide whether or not to supervise. (N2)

The teacher’s role in EPAs is very important because it requires not only supervision but also a clinical insertion and teamwork interaction when building a trustful learning environment. According to Sklar (2016), these trust relation-
ships must be developed over time between the faculty and their students (Sklar, 2016); we add that, in community medicine, the health team and the patients must have a comfortable and integrated relationship.

The idea is to recognize the important value of the faculty-learner supervisory relationship to the overall quality of care provided to patients in the educational environment. The EPA concept, with its emphasis on the learner’s workplace assessment and entrustment for certain activities, reinforces the dual educational and quality-of-care aspects of a faculty-learner supervisory relationship (Sklar, 2016: p. 156).

The teacher as an evaluator must be engaged in and committed to students’ assessment, guiding them towards a secure performance with trust and independence. According to the panelists whose discourses were quoted above, they need to recognize each other’s strengths, limitations and values.

Other panelists expressed the idea that the EPAs may facilitate student’s motivation and performance:

The student will be motivated. (N6)
I think the student, in this dual-visit model, feels safer and supportive. (M5)

The idea of interacting with reality and effective care is the goal of the medical profession. It is very motivating, for medical students, to rescue their professional identity (Swanwick, 2014). The described EPAs mediate ways to implement and integrate many different competencies in the workplace, with concrete and visible results and patient’s feedback (Tamblyn et al., 2005).

It was shown that, when students learn in pairs, their motivation and interest are greater than when they learn individually. The pairs had a greater focus on the task, a better social behavior, trust, and cognitive learning. Their mutual help and assistance resulted in learning that is more active. In addition, supervision could have a longer duration and could be more effective (Brush, 1997).

6. Conclusion

This study shows that the group of community medicine specialists agreed with the 11 EPAs for community medicine described for the three domain areas: Integrality of care for the health needs of the individual in all phases of the life cycle, Integrality of care for the health needs of the family, and Integrality of care for the health needs of the community.

The specialists’ perception corresponds to the view expressed in the literature review on global health conducted by Battat et al. (2010), which pointed to the need of preparing the future medical professionals to work in community medicine and primary health care with practical tasks since the first year of the medical course (Battat et al., 2010).

The focus on the individual, family and community can promote comprehensive health care in an integrated way, capable of meeting the social needs of the population with social inclusion and access to health care. Therefore, we concluded that the community medicine EPAs are appropriate for the new medical
profile, especially in countries with social exclusion.

The discursive answers demonstrated the panelists’ understanding of the EPAs as a curricular management tool capable of meeting the community’s health needs, enabling teaching-service integration, promoting the integrity of care in actions related to micropolitics, and encouraging teacher and student engagement in the process of producing care and knowledge.

Furthermore, the panelists advocate the importance of including, in the community medicine EPAs, clinical-epidemiological reasoning, health education and local attention to the health territory needs, like, for example, the need to approach domestic violence.

The other two relevant points were the challenge of promoting intersectionality, which demands macropolitical actions and involves the public management of health, and the importance of the teacher’s role as a clinical doctor, a supervisor, and as an encouraging support for health practices and for the quality of learning.

7. Final Consideration

We agree with Muller et al. (2010), when they argue that ”looking forward to the next 100 years, our curricula must revolve around patients and their communities, as opposed to disciplines or the needs of the profession” (Muller et al., 2010: p. 308), and we consider that community medicine EPAs are a very good tool to promote integrality of care and humanism.

In addition, this study can facilitate the implementation of a CBC in community medicine and assist in overcoming its challenges.
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